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	Standards, technologies, and requirements for computer validation have changed dramatically in recent years, and so have the interpretation of the standards and the understanding of the processes involved. International IT Regulations and Compliance brings together current thinking on the implementation of standards and regulations in relation to IT for a wide variety of industries. The book provides professionals in pharmaceutical and semiconductor industries with an updated overview of requirements for handling IT systems according to various Quality Standards and how to ?translate? these requirements in the regulations.
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Mastering Windows XP Home EditionSybex, 2004
The Only Windows XP Home Edition Resource You Need—Now Completely     Updated
     
     Here's the insider knowledge you need to maximize     Microsoft's powerful home operating system, whether you're moving straight to XP     or upgrading from Windows 98 or Me. This encyclopedic guide delivers full     coverage of...
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Principles of Concurrent and Distributed Programming (2nd Edition) (Prentice-Hall International Series in Computer Science)Addison Wesley, 2006
Software today is inherently concurrent or distributed – from  event-based GUI designs to operating and real-time systems to Internet  applications. The new edition of this classic introduction to concurrency has  been completely revised in view of the growing importance of concurrency

constructs...
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Ruby for Rails: Ruby Techniques for Rails DevelopersManning Publications, 2006
-The word is out: with Ruby on Rails you can build powerful Web applications easily and quickly! And just like the Rails framework itself, Rails applications are Ruby programs. That means you can't tap into the full power of Rails unless you master the Ruby language.
 Ruby for Rails, written by Ruby expert David Black (with a...
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An Introduction to Waves and Oscillations in the Sun (Astronomy and Astrophysics Library)Springer, 2012

	“An Introduction to Waves and Oscillations in the Sun” is intended for students and researchers who work in the area of solar and astrophysics. This book contains an introduction to the Sun, basics of electrodynamics, magneto-hydrodynamics for force-free and current-free fields. It deals with waves in uniform media with relevance...
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Fundamentals of Probability and Statistics for EngineersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Many books are already available on the general topic of 'probability and statistics for engineers and scientists', so why choose this one? This textbook differs in that it has been prepared very much with students and their needs in mind. Having been classroom tested over many years, it is a true "learner's book" made for students who...
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Systems Approach to Engineering Design (Artech House Telecommunications Library)Artech House Publishers, 2003
This comprehensive resource shows how to incorporate systems thinking &   systems engineering techniques into every stage of the design process from  concept inception, testing, & quality assurance, to implementation,   delivery, & upgrading     

       As high-tech engineering organizations learn to do more with less, they...
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